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« Live better, age better »
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Our holistic health approach
“LIVE BETTER, AGE BETTER”
Compagnie de Vichy has been managing the birthplace of thermal medicine since
1853.Vichy, known over the world as the “Queen of spa towns”, goes on setting the
standards in active thermal therapy.
Built on its own innovative concept of holistic health, VICHY CÉLESTINS SPA HÔTEL has
been offering innovative and personalised health, beauty and well‐being programmes
since 1993.
Here, each individual assumes an “active role in his or her own health and beauty”,
under the supervision of the experts working for Les Célestins Health & Wellness
Centre, the Institut des Laboratoires Vichy, one of its kind in the world, and the new
SkinCeuticals beauty salon.

At Vichy Spa Hôtel Les Célestins, we offer our guests the keys to a healthier life‐
style so they can adopt our philosophy, “Live better, age better”, as their new life
concept.
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The rich benefits of thermal water
ACTIVE WATER FOR RENEWED ENERGY…
THE SOURCE
Vichy thermal waters originate in the heart of Auvergne’s volcanoes. Their slow un‐
derground journey, at a depth of 3,000 metres and through volcanic magma,
is estimated to take 10,000 years. These naturally carbonated waters, rich in so‐
dium bicarbonate, spring from the earth at a temperature of between 22 and 75 C.
There are currently nine thermal springs in use at Vichy, the best known being the
Source des Célestins named after a convent of Celestine nuns, founded in 1410 by
Louis II de Bourbon.

THE CONTENT
Vichy thermal waters are rich in mineral salts and trace elements such as: sodium
bicarbonate, lithium, calcium, copper, iron, magnesium, manganese, potassium,
zinc, strontium, fluoride…

THE BENEFITS
Vichy thermal waters help counter the effects of an over‐acidic diet, facilitate the
digestion and diminish fatigue and muscle cramps. They alleviate stress, reduce cellu‐
lite (improved circulation), lower cholesterol, reduce the risk of cardio‐vascular dis‐
eases and soothe the skin. Regular consumption of Vichy Célestins mineral water
helps increase the skin’s hydration level by 18%.
+ Vichy phyto‐mineral mud wrap are recognised for their anti‐inflammatory properties.

THE USES
• A mineral drinking cure (at the Hall des sources de Vichy), prescribed by a
thermal practitioner at Les Célestins Health Clinic.
• “Signature” Vichy Spa Water Treatments. Vichy shower with 4 hand mas‐
sage « L’ORIGINALE » is the most famous treatment since 1856.
• For meals: Vichy Célestins natural mineral water.
• For cooking : the sodium bicarbonate in Vichy Célestins mineral water helps
reduce added table salt (sodium chloride) in prepared food by almost 40%
and helps retain the colour of vegetables, etc.
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THERMAL MEDICINE
PROVEN EFFECTIVENESS
The scientific studies detailed below prove that thermal therapy is the best
natural therapy known today for protecting and maintaining an individual’s
health and well‐being in the medium and long‐term.
THE MAATHERMES STUDY
The MaâThermes programme, an Afreth* initiative, in which Thermes de Vichy
participated, established that thermal therapy in the care of overweight people
was an effective alternative to medical treatment. The analysis of the results at
the end of the protocol showed an average weight loss and reduction of BMI that
was twice as high in the group of people who underwent a spa cure than in the
control group.

THE THERMARTHROSE STUDY
Since 2005, one of the primary themes of Afreth’s* research has been assessing
the clinical effectiveness of thermal therapy in the treatment of arthritis, particu‐
larly through the Thermarthrose clinical trial. To date, this is the biggest con‐
trolled trial carried out in thermal medicine, on 462 patients. The study carried
out in three thermal centres tested several types of water and mud. Results: after
six months, over 50% of the spa therapy patients saw a significant reduction in
pain. The therapeutic effect of a thermal cure in a person suffering from gonarthro‐
sis (osteoarthritis of the knee) is a significant improvement in pain and functional
capacities.

THE PACThe STUDY (post‐breast cancer)
Professor Yves‐Jean Bignon, Director of the Oncogenic Department at the Centre
Jean Perrin de Clermont‐Ferrand (FRANCE), coordinated the PACThe Study (2008
to 2010), in which Thermes de Vichy participated. This study was based on the
Thermal Spa Support and Post‐therapy Rehabilitation Programme for Women in
Complete Remission from Breast Cancer. The main objective of this programme is
to offer lasting and significant improvements in the quality of life of these women
in the immediate aftermath of their remission. In addition to reducing treatment
costs for healthcare insurance, these actions help prevent relapses.
* Afreth: Association française pour la Recherche thermale – French association for thermal research
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Le VICHY CÉLESTINS Spa Hôtel
INTRODUCTION
The VICHY CÉLESTINS Spa Hôtel is situated beside the river Allier, surrounded by
the greenery of the Napoléon III parc, which received the "Remarkable Trees of
France" label in 2010. It is ideally located in the heart of town center 7/7 days and
close to two golf courses, a hippodrome, an Olympic swimming pool, Opera Art
Nouveau ...

ONE OF THE LARGEST MEDICAL SPA IN EUROPE ...
With 7500 m2, the Vichy Thermal Spa Les Célestins is one of the largest medical
spa in Europe.
The Thermal Spa features 44 cabins of treatments, fitness and relaxation spaces:
1 thermal water giant bath, 1 Vichy thermal pool (exercise activities), 3 saunas, 1
hammam and its crushed ice fountain, 1 cardio‐fitness aera, 1 cardio‐training
aera, 1 organic herbal tea bar with Vichy Célestins available on tap, 2 conference
rooms, L’Institut des Laboratoires Vichy the beauty space SkinCeuticals (new in
2015), les Célestins boutique and one hairdressing salon.
The Thermal Spa is linked to les Célestins Health Clinic.

… LINKED TO A CHARMING HOTEL NEO‐CLASSICAL
A chic and relaxing atmosphere.
In the heart of the Napoleon III park, the Hotel has 120 Deluxe rooms of 35 m2, 4
Deluxe Suite of 66 m2, 6 Junior Suite of 55 m2 and 1 Presidential Suite of 120 m2,
two restaurants with a spacious terrace park side, an intimate bar (with possibility
of lunch), a reading room, a pool table, indoor/outdoor swimming pool located on
the 7th floor ... A fine service (free WiFi, room service 24h / 24 ...).
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The Vichy method
AT THE HEART OF OUR TREATMENT PROGRAMMES
(FROM 3 DAYS)
The treatment programmes we offer
at VICHY CÉLESTINS Spa Hôtel are based on

5 key principles.
An effective and unique holistic and customised treatment method.
Our treatment programmes are devised by the medical and paramedical experts
at Les Célestins Health Clinic, allowing each individual to explore and gain a dee‐
per knowledge of his or her health, beauty and well‐being.

1
2

Medical consultation
for health programmes

+

Trilogy of «Signature» treatments with Vichy thermal water each day:
Effectiveness through repetition
1 Hydromassage Bath with Vichy thermal water
or 1 Invigorating or Lipo‐eliminating Jet Shower
1 Phyto‐mineral mud wrap
1 Vichy thermal shower with 2 hand massage «L’ORIGINALE»

+

(except for Prenatal and Serenity programmes)

3
4
5

Expert treatments

+

1 Specific treatment per day, adapted to your programme

Progressive, steady physical exercise every other day:
1 Session in thermal pool or 1 Session with personal trainer
(except for Check‐up, Anti‐Aging, Célestins Complexion and Well‐being programmes)

+

«Health & Taste sensation» nutrition
with Vichy Célestins mineral water
plus 1 cookery workshop and 1 healthy eating workshop*
(* According to availability)
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The Vichy expertise
HEALTH, BEAUTY AND WELL‐BEING
Because each individual is unique, the multi‐disciplinary team at Les Célestins
Health Clinic offers targeted preventive healthcare, combined with a unique ther‐
mal know‐how, exceptional skincare and cosmetic protocols and the latest genera‐
tion treatment techniques.
A reassuring health and beauty setting.
A medical center:
 General practitioners/Thermal practitioners
 Aesthetic practitioners/
 Gynaecologists
 Dermatologist

A paramedical center:
 Dieticians
 Physiotherapists
 Osteopath
 Etiopath
 Dermal therapists
 Hydro‐therapists
 Personal trainers
 Sophrologist
 Psycho‐behavioural coach
 Midwife (male)
 ...
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Health & Wellness
Programmes
“LIVE BETTER, AGE BETTER”

CHECK‐UP ‐ Available for 6‐day stays and over ‐

‐ NEW FOR 2015 ‐

HEALTH CHECK‐UPS: A PREVENTIVE MEASURE
Certain illnesses and conditions have a better chance of being cured when detec‐
ted early and such conditions can be discovered quite by chance during a check‐
up. The format of such a health check depends on various criteria such as age,
sex, lifestyle‐related risk factors and personal and family history.
The check‐up starts with an examination of the basic medical questionnaire (sent
to you prior to your stay) on which your initial check‐up is based.
Your medical care is handled by Les Célestins Health & Wellness Centre and any
additional clinical tests that might be necessary take place at the Grand Pavois
imaging centre near the Vichy Spa Hôtel Les Célestins. Guests attend the appoint‐
ments made for them and are accompanied by one of our practitioners. This
health check may be covered for patients with public health insurance, up to the
amount indicated in the list of healthcare treatments and procedures.
————————————

Health check‐up
————————————

1 Initial consultation, with a thermal practitioner,
offering a comprehensive clinical examination,
followed by additional examinations (ECG, blood and urine tests, etc).
If necessary, further investigations may be arranged with specialists
(not included in the price of this health & wellness programme)
————————————

&
————————————

1 Follow‐up medical consultation presenting the test results and report a any
additional examinations carried out

+
1 Diet consultation .

+
+ 1 Trilogy of “Signature” treatments with Vichy Thermal water per day
From €263 per day per person (excluding additional examinations) for the health check‐up,
trilogy of «Signature» treatments & Thermal Spa Pass excluding accommodation and meals.
From €398 per day per person in a double accomodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with
Thermal Spa view and full board.
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Health programmes
«LIVE BETTER, AGE BETTER»
SLIMMING & CELLULITE ‐ Available for 6,10,12‐day stays and over ‐
CUSTOMISED PROGRAMMES FOR SUSTAINABLE WEIGHT LOSS
1 Medical consultation ; 1 Diet assessment consultation and follow‐up
+ 1 Trilogy of “Signature” treatments with Vichy thermal water per day
+ 1 Specific weight loss treatment per day chosen from: Watermass® with Vichy thermal
water; Slimming body massage; Cryotherapy slimming body wrap; BodySculptor
®; LPG® Lipomassage; Iyashi Dôme®
+ 1 Session of progressive, steady physical exercise every other day (excluding Sundays)
FROM €295 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL
SPA PASS with full board (healthy eating menu ) EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION. From
€360 per day per person on a double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with
Thermal Spa View and full board (healthy eating menu).

DETOX ‐ Available for 3,4,5,6 ‐day stays and over ‐
ELIMINATE TOXINS AND REVITALISE
1 Medical consultation ; 1 Diet assessment consultation and follow‐up
+ 1 Trilogy of “Signature” treatments with Vichy thermal water per day
+ 1 Specific detox treatment per day chosen from: Watermass® with Vichy thermal
water; BodySculptor®; Enteroclysis (colonic irrigation); Iyashi Dôme®; LPG® Lipomassage;
Digestive therapeutic massage
+ 1 Session of progressive, steady physical exercise every other day (excluding Sundays)
FROM €299 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL SPA PASS with full board (healthy eating menu ) EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION.
From €364 per day per person on a double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with Thermal
spa View and full board (healthy eating menu).

SERENITY post‐breast cancer‐ Available for 6,10,12‐day stays and over ‐
REGAIN YOUR SERENITY, FEMINITY AND ENERGY
1 Gynaecological consultation; 1 Diet assessment consultation and follow‐up
+ 2 “Signature” treatments with Vichy thermal water per day from: Hydromassage Bath in
Vichy Thermal water; Phyto‐mineral Mud Wrap; Shoulder & upper arm jet shower, Vichy
thermal shower with 2 hand massage “L’ORIGINALE”
+ 1 Specific treatment per day chosen from: 50 min Therapeutic massage; Osteopathy in
thermal pool; Spa Head massage; Sophrology; Psycho‐behavioural coaching; 60 min L’Ins‐
titut Vichy treatment; 60 min SkinCeuticals Facial; Light Legs Programme; Manicure
+ 1 Session of progressive, steady physical exercise every other day (excluding Sundays)
À FROM €214 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL SPA
PASS EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS. From €349 per day per person on a
double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with Thermal Spa View and full board
(healthy eating menu). The price of the gynaecological consultation is not included.
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Health programmes
«LIVE BETTER, AGE BETTER»
BACKACHE & JOINTS ‐ Available for 3, 4, 5, 6‐day stays and more ‐
OSTEO‐ARTHRITITS, TENDINITIS, HERNIA,...
1 Medical consultation
+ 1 Trilogy of “Signature” treatments with Vichy thermal water per day
+ 1 Specific treatment per day chosen from: 50 min Therapeutic massage; Dynamic
osteopathy; Osteopathy in thermal pool; Hot stone body massage
+ 1 Individual session of posture training every other day (excluding Sundays)
FROM €240 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL
SPA PASS EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS. From €340 per day
per person on a double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with Thermal Spa
View and half board.

PLENITUDE menopause ‐ Available for 3, 4, 5, 6‐day stays and more ‐
FEEL BEAUTIFUL AND HAPPY IN YOUR BODY
1 Gynaecological consultation ; 1 Diet assessment consultation and follow‐up
+ 1 Trilogy of “Signature” treatments with Vichy thermal water per day
+ 1 Specific treatment per day chosen from: Watermass® with Vichy thermal water;
BodySculptor®; Iyashi Dôme®; SkinCeuticals Anti‐aging Facial 60 min; Luxopuncture
®; Psycho‐behavioural coaching
+ 1 Individual session of progressive, steady physical exercise every other day (excluding
Sundays)
FROM €219 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL SPA
PASS EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS. From €319 per day per person on a
double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with Thermal Spa View and half board
(healthy eating menu). The price of the gynaecological consultation is not included.
.

PRENATAL ‐ Available for 3, 4, 5, 6‐day stays and more ‐
MAKE YOUR PREGNANCY A MAGICAL TIME
1 Gynaecological consultation ; 1 Consultation with a midwife (male) ; 1 Diet assessment
consultation and follow‐up
+ 1 Specific treatment per day chosen from: 50 min Therapeutic massage; Osteopathy
in Vichy thermal spa pool; Light Legs Programme; 60 min SkinCeuticals Facial; Spa Head
massage; Sophrology
+ 1 Session of progressive, steady physical exercise every other day (excluding Sundays)
FROM €187 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL
SPA PASS EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS. From €287 per day per person on a
double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with Thermal Spa View and half board
(healthy eating menu). The price of the gynaecological consultation is not included.
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Health programmes
«LIVE BETTER, AGE BETTER»
DIGITAL DETOX Take a break from modern technology
‐ Available for 3, 4, 5, 6‐day stays and more

AVOID BURN‐OUT AND SWITCH OFF
1 Medical consultation
+ 1 Trilogy of “Signature” treatments with Vichy thermal water per day
+ 1 Specific treatment per day chosen from: Spa Head massage; Iyashi Dôme®;
Sophrology; Psycho‐behavioural coaching
+ 1 Session of progressive, steady physical exercise every other day (excluding Sundays)
FROM €226 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL
SPA PASS EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS. From €326 per day per person on a
double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with Thermal Spa View and half board.

SMOKING ANTIDOTE ‐ Available for 3, 4, 5, 6‐day stays and more
HELPING YOU QUIT AND/OR PREVENT A RELAPSE
1 Medical consultation ; 1 Diet assessment consultation and follow‐up
+ 1 Trilogy of “Signature” treatments with Vichy thermal water per day
+ 1 Specific treatment per day chosen from: Luxopuncture® ; Iyashi Dôme® ; Psychobeha‐
vioural coaching; Sophrology
+ 1 Session of progressive, steady physical exercise every other day (excluding Sundays)
FROM €223 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL
SPA PASS EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS. From €323 per day per person on a
double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with Thermal Spa View and half board
(healthy eating menu).
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Beauty programmes
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH SKINCEUTICALS
ANTI‐AGING ‐ Available for 3, 4, 5, 6‐day stays and more

‐ NEW FOR 2015 ‐

PREVENT, CORRECT & PROTECT
1 Trilogy of “Signature” treatments with Vichy thermal water per day
+ 1 Specific treatment per day chosen from: 60 min SkinCeuticals Anti‐aging Facial; 60 min
SkinCeuticals Anti‐aging Body Treatment; Manicure; EndermoliftTM facial treatment; Iyas‐
hi Dôme®; Célestins Collagen Facial
FROM €220 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL
SPA PASS EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS. From €285 per day per person on a
double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with Thermal Spa View and breakfast.

EFFECTIVE PROFESSIONAL
ANTI‐AGEING SKINCARE
Created in early 2015, the SkinCeu‐
ticals salon at the heart of Vichy
Thermal Spa Les Célestins offers
professional skincare at the cutting
edge of scientific research.
The full line of products
is available to buy
at the SkinCeuticals salon
SkinCeuticals, the number 1 anti‐
oxidant skincare line, offers quality
professional solutions that prevent
and correct the signs of skin ageing
with specific formulations rich in
pure active ingredients.
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Beauty programmes
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH LABORATOIRES VICHY
CÉLESTINS COMPLEXION ‐ Available for 3, 4, 5, 6‐day stays and more
FOR A RADIANT GLOWING COMPLEXION
1 Trilogy of “Signature” treatments with Vichy thermal water per day
+ 1 Specific treatment per day chosen from: 60 min L’Institut Vichy
treatment; EndermoliftTM Facial Zone treatment; Célestins Body Scrub
FROM €217 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL
SPA PASS EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS. From €282 per day per person on a
double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with Thermal Spa View and breakfast.

YOUR IDEAL SKIN, NOW!
Created in 2008 and refurbished in 2014, L’Institut des Laboratoires Vichy offers beauty
solutions to women and men, whatever their age, skin type or lifestyle. Visit this exceptio‐
nal salon and enjoy the unforgettable experience of transforming your skin to achieve
your ideal. Each treatment programme, created on the basis of your “Ideal Skin Diagno‐
sis”, combines excellent results with a deep sensory experience and is tailored to your skin
type using a whole face and body approach. Vichy’s thermal spa water, a real “skin beauty
spring”, is combined with Laboratoires Vichy’s highly effective quality products in treat‐
ment methods developed and validated by experts. Experience the delicate mists of well‐
being spa water on your skin and indulge your senses with our sensorial skincare prod‐
ucts. Feel your skin becoming smoother, your features relaxing, your face and body r
shaping under the expert hands of your dermo‐practitioner. This is an ulitimate treatment
experience, alongside your “Ideal Skin Beauty Programme”, for you to enjoy, every day.
Men also benefit from their very own treatment programme! Let us guide you…”
La gamme des Laboratoires Vichy est en vente au sein de l’Institut.
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Well-being programmes
FOR OPTIMUM RELAXATION
STRESS‐RELIEF & SLEEP ‐ Available for 3, 4, 5, 6‐day stays and more

‐ NEW FOR 2015 ‐

AVOID BURN‐OUT AND LEARN TO SLEEP AGAIN
1 Diet assessment consultation and follow‐up
+ 1 Trilogy of “Signature” treatments with Vichy thermal water per day
+ 1 Specific treatment per day chosen from: Spa Head massage; Luxopuncture®; Iyashi
Dôme® ; Sophrology; Pyscho‐behavioural coaching
+ 1 Session of progressive, steady physical exercise every other day (excluding Sundays)
FROM €195 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL
SPA PASS EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS. From €295 per dayper person on a
double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with Thermal Spa View and half board
(healthy eating menu).

MIND AND BODY ‐ Available for 3, 4, 5, 6‐day stays and more

‐ NEW FOR 2015 ‐

RE‐BALANCE AND MANAGE YOUR EMOTIONS
1 Diet assessment consultation and follow‐up
+ 1 Trilogy of “Signature” treatments with Vichy thermal water per day
+ 1 Specific treatment per day chosen from: Well‐being body massage; Abhyangam
body massage; Sophrology; Pyscho‐behavioural coaching
+ 1 Session of progressive, steady physical exercise every other day (excluding Sundays)
FROM €230 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL
PA PASS EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS. From €330 per day per person on a
double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with Thermal Spa View and half board
(healthy eating menu).

MEN ONLY ‐ Available for 3, 4, 5, 6‐day stays and more

‐ NEW FOR 2015 ‐

RELAX AND RECHARGE FOR MEN
1 Trilogy of “Signature” treatments with Vichy thermal water per day
+ 1 Specific treatment per day chosen from: 50 min Therapeutic massage; Well‐being
back massage; Iyashi Dôme®; Watermass® with Vichy thermal water
+ 1 Session of progressive, steady physical exercise every other day (excluding Sundays)
FROM €204 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL
SPA PASS EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS. From €269 per day per person on a
double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with Thermal Spa View and breakfast.

THE IMPERIAL‐ Available for 3, 4, 5, 6‐day stays and more
YOU DO THE CHOOSING
Create your own programme from our treatment menu before you come.
4 Treatments per day to be chosen from this brochure
FROM €395 PER DAY PER PERSON FOR THE TREATMENT PROGRAMME & THERMAL
SPA PASS EXCLUDING ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS. From €460 per day
per person on a double accommodation basis in a Deluxe bedroom with Thermal Spa
View and breakfast.
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Short breaks 1 night
16 IDEAS TO MAKE FUN AND HAVE FUN

‐ NEW FOR 2015 ‐

FOR LOVERS
Fall in love all over again

«SIGNATURE SPA»
Recharge and regenerate

RELAX AND CHILL OUT
Take a break

LABORATOIRES VICHY L’INSTITUT
Achieve your ideal skin

GOLF & SPA
Get some fresh air and unwind

ONE TON ONE ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
An elegant surprise

«MATCHING FOOD AND WINE»
GOURMET BREAK
Treat your tastebuds

OPÉRA DE VICHY
Ballet, Opera, Concerts, Theatre...

MASSAGE
Let it all go

LAST MINUTE!
Get away for a while

ANTI‐AGING
Protect your skin from ageing

WALK, RUN, PEDAL
Go green

BETWEEN FRIENDS
Get together and have fun

EXPLORE THE ALLIER REGION CASTLES
And the national stage costume centre
(Moulins)

 Find details of Escapades on the website: www.vichy‐spa‐hotel.com
or www.vichy‐spa‐hotel.ru
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Spa & Lunch gift boxes
AND GIFT VOUCHERS
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Flavour, pleasure & health
A RENOWNED RESTAURANT FOR ITS CULINARY CREATIVITY HEALTHY.

The innovative cuisine orchestrated by Chef Christophe Vauthier & Pastry Chef
Sébastien Bonnamour, with Vichy Célestins mineral water, puts the onus
on flavour to bring you a creative, delicious and light menu.
A sunny or shaded table on the spacious garden‐side terrace, private rooms for
business lunches or intimate dinners, the choice is yours. There are two inventive
menus on offer at the restaurant le N3 and the Bistrot des Célestins and
a complementary menu at the Vichy Bar le Blue Note (appetizers and balan‐
ced lunch dishes).
Special “Flavour, pleasure & health“ healthy‐eating menus tailored to our guests’
health needs (slimming, detox, prenatal...) are created under the supervision of
the dieticians of Les Célestins Health Clinic and prepared by the Chefs.
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Healthy cooking
with Vichy Célestins
mineral water
Vichy Célestins natural mine ral water
is a brand that is deep‐rooted
in French culinary heritage.
Due to its high content in minerals
(3,325 mg/l) and bicarbonates (2,989 mg/l),
it interacts with and enhances the ingredients
used in cooking with unique results.
What are the benefits?
A SUPRISING FACT:
Contrary to what is widely belie‐
ved, the slightly salty taste of
Vichy Célestins water comes
from its sodium bicarbonate
content, easily confused with
salt (sodium chloride).

It enriches the mineral content
of culinary preparations.
It reduces the cooking time of vegetables
and preserves their colour.
It lightens pasta and mousses
and creates rich omelettes.
It regulates table salt content
(sodium chloride) by nearly 40%

thanks to sodium bicarbonate,
a real taste enhancer!
It aids digestion
by neutralising acidity.
More balanced, lighter cooking
that is easier to digest.
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La Compagnie de Vichy
WHO ARE WE?
The first roman baths in Vichy date back to over 2,000 years ago. They became the prop‐
erty of French royalty in the 16th century, but the real development of the Vichy baths
began in the 19th century thanks to the Emperor Napoleon III who appointed a single
private company to manage them: Compagnie de Vichy. This is the only example of a
private company having a trusted partnership with the State for a period of 160 years.
Compagnie de Vichy has been managing the Vichy spa resort since 1853, driving an
original approach to development based on complementary activities using Vichy min‐
eral water. Nine thermal springs are currently in use. In parallel, Compagnie de Vichy
has financed some exceptional tourist attractions over the years such as the theatre‐
opera house, parks, Allier Lake, horseracing track, golf course and so on.

MANAGING THE VICHY MARK
Compagnie de Vichy manages three thermal spas connected with three associated ho‐
tels in Vichy, including a Mercure and Ibis hotel, all together representing
250 treatment rooms and 400 hotel rooms accommodating 22,000 spa‐goers in 2013.
www.vichy‐spa‐hotel.com I www.vichy‐thermes‐domes‐hotel.fr I www.vichy‐thermes‐callou‐hotel.fr

Compagnie de Vichy manages its brand of Vichy Célestins mineral water,
with distribution handled by the Neptune group.
Two exclusive partnerships have been set up to market Laboratoires Vichy products and
Vichy sweets:
Compagnie de Vichy is the exclusive partner of Laboratoires Vichy whose skincare and
cosmetic products, available in over 50 countries, are made using Vichy spa water from
the thermal springs. Compagnie de Vichy has set up premises for L’Institut des Labora‐
toires Vichy at the VICHY CÉLESTINS Spa Hôtel where its line of products can be pur‐
chased.
Compagnie de Vichy is also the exclusive partner of the Mondelez Group which produces
and sells Vichy sweets made from Vichy mineral salts extracted from the waters of the
Compagnie de Vichy thermal springs.

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
For over a century, Compagnie de Vichy has developed a unique “savoir faire” in the
management of wellness centres and guest services. Its subsidiary Vichy Spa Interna‐
tional (VSI) is specialised in consulting and engineering for the creation and refurbish‐
ment of Spa‐hotels, in France and abroad, which are then operated under a licence. A
beautiful hotel has just opened in Montpellier‐Juvignac. New openings in the Czech
Republic and Qatar are expected in 2015.
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VICHY CÉLESTINS SPA HÔTEL
111 Boulevard des Etats‐Unis
03200 VICHY ‐ FRANCE ‐
E‐mail : info@compagniedevichy.com
Tél. : 04 70 30 82 82

www.vichy‐spa‐hotel.com
www.vichy‐spa‐hotel.ru

Press Relations . VICHY CÉLESTINS SPA HÔTEL
florence.rochelois@compagniedevichy.com
www.vichy‐spa‐hotel.fr I www.vichy‐spa‐hotel.com I www.vichy‐spa‐hotel.ru

Mentions légales : Compagnie de Vichy ‐ 1 & 3 avenue Eisenhower ‐ 03200 Vichy Cedex
SA au capital de 5 680 000 € ‐ 542 105 291 RCS Cusset
N° d’immatriculation au registre des opérateurs de voyages et de séjours IM003110002
Taxe de séjour en vigueur applicable par la ville de Vichy : hôtel cinq étoiles
Impression du dossier de presse : Société Commercialement ‐ 19 rue Vialattes ‐ 03270 Saint‐Yorre
Crédits photos : Droits réservés Compagnie de Vichy (nous consulter).
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